Bulldog Swim Camp

**Code of Conduct:**
Bulldog Swim Camp will be a lot of fun if campers follow the basic rules of decency and proper conduct so that everyone can concentrate on becoming a better swimmer.

**Some of these rules should go without saying, but we'll say them anyway:**

- Always respect other campers, instructors, facilities, Yale personnel, and all equipment.
- Always listen to staff/instructor. Show consideration when coaches and others are speaking.
- Teasing and put-downs are not tolerated at camp.
- Use appropriate language - No cursing.
- Keep all areas clean! Throw your trash away and if you see trash, pick it up and toss it.
- No weapons allowed.
- No pets may be brought to camp.
- No drugs, tobacco, or alcohol permitted at any time.
- Never leave assigned activity areas without permission of staff.

Any other rules specific to Camp will be discussed at Camp.

**Behavior Guidelines and Consequences:** In order to provide a pleasant environment and to ensure the safety of our campers and staff, disruptive, destructive and/or dangerous behavior by campers is NOT ALLOWED. Such behavior will result in the camper being removed from the current program. If the behavior continues, the camper will dismissed from the camp. When a participant is dismissed from camp for unacceptable behavior there will be NO REFUND.

**Any of the following will result in IMMEDIATE dismissal from camp:**

- Endangering the health or safety of others
- Possession of firearms, weapons, explosives, etc.
- Possession or use of illegal drugs, alcohol, cigarettes
- Damage or destruction of property
- Theft
- Fighting
- Pulling of fire alarms
- Leaving camp area without permission

**Damage or Loss of Property:** Camper's parent/legal guardian will be financially responsible for any and all damages caused by camper. Parent/Legal guardian will be billed for any damage to campus facilities or equipment.